
ESL 086 / Note-Taking 
Chapter 4:  Jobs & Professions Name:_______________________________

Use the information in the lecture (not your own opinions) to answer this question. Your

answer should be about four to six sentences long.  Write complete sentences.  Do not copy

any sentences from the textbook.  [4 points total]

What is the difference between manufacturing jobs and service jobs? 

Give two examples of each type of job. [4 examples total] 



Chapter Four:  Vocabulary Review

PART ONE:  Match the expressions from page 77 to the words that logically go with them to

make a sentence. [5]

1. Jeff’s not in the mood to see a movie, so _____

2. Jeff’s a musician, so he spends a lot of time _____

3. Jeff’s old job was the worst, so _____

4. Jeff’s dad is supporting his wife and children, so _____

5. Jeff complained about his father because _____

(a) he refused to give Jeff

any more money.

(b) he has to work hard.

(c) he is going to stay home

and read a book instead.

(d) he’s glad he’s not doing it

anymore.

(e) practicing the guitar.

PART TWO:  Match the vocabulary words from page 83 with their examples. [10]

1. automation     g    

2. a category _____

3. a competition _____

4. health care _____

5. an illness _____

6. labor costs _____

7. manufacturing _____

8. a rank _____

9. a service _____

10. a trend _____

(a) 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.

(b) both Starbucks and Dunkin’ Donuts try to get customers to

buy their coffee

(c) building new cars

(d) doctors treat patients in a hospital

(e) fruit:  apple, pear, banana, peach 

(f) more and more women have been working outside the home

over the past 30 years

(g) robots (instead of people) build cars in a factory

(h) salaries for the employees in a company

(i) the flu, a cold

(j) waiting on customers in a department store

– Pettigrew


